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1

Vehicle accident reconstruction by a reduced order impact model

2

The presence on the market of several software packages for the simulation of vehicle crash

3

evidences a strong interest towards two fields: analysis of impact causes (accident reconstruc-

4

tion) and implementation of strategies (on vehicles/infrastructures) to increase road safety.

5

Currently, well-established simulation methodologies – impulse-momentum models, Finite

6

Element Method and Multi Body Systems – are employed. Most of these techniques do not

7

simultaneously provide detailed information about kinematics and deformation due to the im-

8

pact, or considerable calculation resources are required to accomplish the task. The present

9

work introduces a Reduced Order Dynamic Model in a 2D environment, in which the vehicle

10

is discretized in rigid elements describing the contour only. Validation through staged crash

11

tests and real accidents shows that the model efficiently simulates the impact stage, both in

12

terms of reconstruction accuracy and calculation time. Additionally, an optimized implemen-

13

tation will allow the simulation of the events in a further reduced time.

14

Keywords: vehicle contour, impact configuration, kinematic data, deformation, calculation

15

time.

16

1. Introduction

17

By critical analysis of evidences collected on vehicle accident sites (such as skid marks, testimony

18

of witnesses, rest position of vehicle/s), reconstruction experts often acquire sufficient hints to de-

19

rive plausible circumstances that led to the specific event. Nevertheless, the consistency of hypothe-

20

ses (e.g., on pre-impact speed of the vehicle/s) needs to be verified through special-purpose method-

21

ologies, enabling a comparison between reconstructed and real accident outcomes: characterised by

22

the possibility of recreating the overall event dynamics for a plausible scenario, simulation tools for

23

accident reconstruction constitute an essential resource to assess responsibilities of involved sub-

24

jects. In particular, solution of the vehicle crash phase must be handled with caution from a compu-

25

tational point of view: if improper models are applied, the reconstructed deformed shape of vehicle

26

(if available) and its post-impact motion (e.g., direction, speed) can be inconsistent with the real ac-

27

cident dynamics, even in case of consistent hypotheses. Several simulation techniques (and software

28

packages) are available on the market for the reconstruction of the impact dynamics: the most ap-

29

propriate simulation choice, however, depends on the specific event under analysis, as well as on

30

the needs of the reconstruction expert in terms of computational time and required accuracy.

31

The Finite Element Method (FEM) involves discretization of the single vehicle in a high

32

number of elements (typically millions), constituting the domains in which governing equations

33

must be solved; because of the high deformations and displacements implied in the crash, these

34

equations can comprise many non-linear terms: the approach is, in this case, referred to as Non-Lin-

35

ear FEM [1]. Examples for commercial FEM software are Ls-Dyna© [2], Abaqus FEA© [3] or An-

36

sys© [4]. The method is accurate, but calculation time is considerable. This is the reason why FEM

37

modelling is applied in accident reconstruction only when superior accuracy is required, e.g., when

38

calculation of loads suffered by the vehicle occupants in the crash can provide relevant information

39

[5]. It is also employed in those applications in which accuracy counterbalances the computational

40

cost, e.g., analysis on structural response (crashworthiness) of newly designed vehicles, regarding

41

the entire vehicle or only single elements of the vehicle.

42

In accident reconstruction (and, more in general, in all fields in which overall kinematics of

43

the crash is relevant), a Multi Body System (MBS) modelling is often preferred [6], in which the

44

vehicle is discretized in different parts mutually connected through kinematic joints and force ele-

45

ments. Forces are exchanged by those constraints: the parts are rigid, and the shape variation de-

46

pends on relative movements. However, additional FEM modules can be applied to account for de-

47

formation of the single parts [7]. The Lagrange method is mostly applied in this type of analysis,

48

based on the D’Alembert’s principle. MBS methods generally allow to analyse kinematics and to

49

solve crash dynamics quicker than in the FEM case; it is commonly used for accident reconstruction

50

purposes, but also in the early design stages of a vehicle to study crashworthiness features, or for

51

the simulation of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Some software examples are Mad-

52

ymo© [8], CarMaker© [9] and Simpack© [10].

53

The methods described above require input set by the user for what regards vehicle speed,

54

heading, etc.: the reconstruction expert must typically rely on basic methods to derive such input,

55

because the conditions prior to or at the beginning of the crash are usually not known. While quali-

56

tative mechanics can be at first referred to [11], any quantitative evaluation regarding accident kine-

57

matics must be preliminarily based on impulse-momentum models: they are based on momentum

58

conservation and allow to determine the deformation energy of vehicles, the velocities after the im-

59

pact starting from the initial conditions (forward reconstruction), or vice versa (backward recon-

60

struction). This method is widely used because of the low calculation time, but it does not provide

61

complete information about vehicles' deformations nor in-crash accelerations [12, 13, 14]. PC-

62

Crash© [15], Virtual Crash© [16], Pro Impact© [17], etc. are software packages which mainly em-

63

ploy impulse-momentum models.

64

A different approach is based on Response Surface Models (RSM), used in accident recon-

65

struction [18] and crashworthiness analyses [19]. The vehicle impact behaviour is determined mak-

66

ing use of a testing campaign: first, a full factorial Design Of Experiment (DOE) is created to con-

67

sider all intended parameters, then data are acquired (from real tests or simulations) and eventually

68

fitted to generate an analytical formulation describing the vehicle behaviour. The vehicle features

69

are thus reconstructed making use of calculations, but no special purpose software is available to

70

automate the process.

71

Among all different available approaches, Reduced Order Dynamic Models (RODM) are

72

typically employed in case intermediate characteristics for what regards calculation time and accu-

73

racy are required; modelling is based on simplification of methods previously listed [20, 21]. The

74

most employed category of RODM is the lumped-mass model [22, 23, 24] that substitutes masses,

75

dampers and springs to structural elements.

76
77

While pure MBS models can accurately simulate the impact kinematics, no deformation is
computed. Regardless of the application field, this lack of information is an important disadvantage

78

in the model validation process, since compatibility with real deformed shapes is an efficient strat-

79

egy to assess the correctness of a reconstructed event and gives substantial information about occu-

80

pant loads. FEM and RSM model approaches calculate the deformations, but kinematic output for

81

the vehicles (for example rest positions) require considerably high computational resources and

82

therefore take long simulation time. In addition, from a practical point of view, limited availability

83

of vehicle models and complexity in the ex novo modelling process of a vehicle makes these ap-

84

proaches less suitable for the analysis of real accidents, in which virtually any vehicle model/make

85

can be involved.

86

This work describes a RODM which can be effectively implemented to carry out the recon-

87

struction of an accident. The RODM features a short calculation time for the simulation of different

88

impact configurations involving multiple vehicles, allowing at the same time to obtain macroscopic

89

deformations (deformed shapes of the vehicle contour); in addition, combination with impulse-mo-

90

mentum models assures detailed and accurate information regarding velocity and acceleration pro-

91

files for any vehicle section, at each instant. The model consists in a lumped-mass model, in which

92

the vehicle discretization affects only its contour. The vehicle is treated in 2D, making the model

93

suitable for crash analysis and reconstruction when 3D phenomena are negligible, e.g. no rollover.

94

The vehicle model considers only rod elements (transmitting no bending moment) with little possi-

95

bility to extend or shorten. Rods are without mass and linked together by nodes as in the FEM. De-

96

formation of the vehicle as a whole is the result of nodes displacements only, caused by the impact.

97

Impact forces are transferred to nodes by springs, linked to nodes at one end and to a “reference

98

body” at the other end, coinciding with nodal positions before deformation. For the integration of

99

motion equations, inertial properties of the vehicle are applied on the centre of gravity of the refer-

100

ence body.

101

Elastic properties of springs can be determined from load-deformation curves slope obtained

102

from crash tests [25, 26] or FEM simulations for simplified impacts (crash into barrier, front or side

103

crash into post, etc.). Validation of the software is carried out considering both crash tests between

104

two vehicles and real vehicle-to-vehicle accidents. Information collected on site of crash tests are

105

compared to the ones resulting from RODM reconstruction; for real accident cases, the output of

106

PC-Crash impulse-momentum model simulations is used as a reference to assess the proposed soft-

107

ware performance.

108

2. Model development

109

Starting from a CAD model of the vehicles or obstacles, for instance infrastructural elements, n

110

nodes on the contour are considered, as shown in Figure 1. 50 nodes are typically sufficient to de-

111

scribe, in a satisfactory manner, the behaviour of a vehicle in the impact.

112
113

Figure 1. Discretization of a vehicle contour.

114

Inertial properties are attributed to a virtual, non-deformable reference body as the one de-

115

picted in Figure 2a. The vehicle profile is linked to the reference body with springs to which vehi-

116

cles’ elastic/plastic properties are assigned at each point, represented by the elastic constants in the

117

two directions defining the reference system. In Figure 2b, the anterior part of the left side of the

118

vehicle is shown, in which the springs embodying the system’s elastic properties are highlighted.

119

Overall, the model can be classified as a lumped-mass one.

(a)

(b)

120

Figure 2. (a) Representation of the reference body; (b) scheme of connection between reference

121

body and nodes through virtual springs (front part of the left side).

122

In the proposed approach, a forward simulation of the impact is carried out: pre-impact

123

known conditions are initially applied to the reference body, i.e., position, translational and rota-

124

tional velocities. At each time step of the simulation, changes in the parameters are computed and

125

applied as new initial conditions for the successive time step. The reference body translates and ro-

126

tates as a function of the time step itself; a value of 5 ms is suitable for the specific application field.

127

The simulated impact, at each time step, consists of six different phases: 1) contact identifi-

128

cation, 2) Principal Direction Of Force (PDOF) determination, 3) directly connected nodes identifi-

129

cation, 4) calculation of forces due to the impact, 5) calculation of final kinematic parameters and 6)

130

re-iteration of the process. An impact between two vehicles is referred to in the following for con-

131

venience; modelling can however involve a vehicle and any structure or obstacle (as posts and bar-

132

riers), assigning feasible stiffnesses and kinematic parameters to these elements.

133

2.1. Contact identification

134

Contact between the vehicles is detected analysing position of nodes for both vehicles. In fact, at a

135

specified time step, some nodes of a vehicle come into the perimeter of the other, as a consequence

136

of vehicles movement (see Figure 3). The number MA-B of vehicle A nodes positioned inside B is

137

generally different from the number MB-A of vehicle B nodes internal to A; to identify contact, Point-

138

in-Polygon algorithms are available [27], also implemented in advanced programming languages

139

such as LabVIEW and Simulink. The centre of gravity C (centre of impact) of the polygon consti-

140

tuted by these nodes – in an amount of M=MA-B+MB-A – is then determined; in the zoom of Figure 3

141

both the common area between the two vehicles (intrusion area) and the corresponding centre of

142

impact C are depicted.

143
144

Figure 3. Crash between two vehicles at a generical time step, with a zoom in on the intrusion area

145

and corresponding centre of gravity (impact centre).

146

2.2. PDOF determination

147

To identify the PDOF, the procedure described in [14] is used as reference: first of all, the closing

148

velocity Vr is obtained, starting from the velocity of point C as belonging, in first instance, to vehi-

149

cle A (VAC ) and, at a second time, to vehicle B (VBC ). In particular, these velocities can be expressed

150

as:
𝑽𝑨𝑪 = 𝑽𝑨 + 𝝎𝑨 ∧ 𝒉𝑨 ,

𝑽𝑩
𝑪 = 𝑽𝑩 + 𝝎𝑩 ∧ 𝒉𝑩 .

(1)

151

where Va represents the translational velocity for the a-th vehicle (a=A,B), ωa its yaw-rate and ha

152

the vector distance between the centre of gravity of the a-th vehicle and C; an overall picture on the

153

interesting parameters is reported in Figure 4.

154
155
156

Figure 4. Interesting parameters in the Vr identification process.
Closing velocity Vr =VBC -VAC direction represents the PDOF if the impact is full. On the other

157

hand, if Vr direction is not included in the friction cone with apex angle equal to μ (friction coeffi-

158

cient between metal parts), the result is a sliding impact in which the PDOF angle equals tan-1(μ).

159

To verify the latter eventuality, it is necessary to define an impact plane, on which the friction cone

160

defined by μ can be subsequently applied. Being the intrusion area very small (due to a small time

161

step), the impact plane can be approximated with the line connecting the first two nodes involved in

162

the intrusion, indistinctly for a vehicle or the other without loss of generality. This condition is rep-

163

resented in Figure 5: the vehicle with the highest number of nodes involved in the intrusion is at

164

first identified – “master” vehicle (B in the figure) – in respect to which all entities of interest are

165

referred, the impact plane among them. It is now possible to evaluate if the Vr direction is included

166

in the friction cone in the global reference system: in the considered case, since the Vr direction is

167

not included in the friction cone, a sliding impact occurs between the two vehicles and the PDOF

168

coincides with the friction cone extremity. It is common, in the reconstructive practice, to use a μ

169

value ranging between 0.45 and 0.55 (tan-1 (μ)≅27°) [28].

170
171

Figure 5. Identification of impact plane and friction cone; the comparison between Vr direction and

172

friction cone apex angle allows to define the PDOF.

173

2.3. Directly connected nodes identification

174

Once the PDOF has been determined, it is necessary to identify the nodes of the two vehicles which

175

mutually exchange impact forces. In general terms, the number of vehicle A and vehicle B nodes

176

constituting the intrusion area can be different (see Section 2.2): in this circumstance, a single node

177

of vehicle A can exchange force with multiple nodes of vehicle B or vice versa. Referring to Figure

178

6, tracing the PDOF starting from each node of the master vehicle, the nodes of the other vehicle

179

closest to the PDOF itself are identified. In case of small intrusion areas, the PDOF can be consid-

180

ered the same for all nodes in the first instance. δ distances are consequently defined, embodying

181

the intrusion at the considered time step.

182
183

Figure 6. Identification of directly connected nodes involved in the intrusion.

184

2.4. Calculation of forces due to the impact

185

Directly connected nodes mutually exchange impact forces of unknown extent, along the PDOF.

186

Nodes are connected to the reference body by springs with longitudinal and transversal stiffness, as

187

can be seen in Figure 7 where the rod elements lie on a line for simplicity. The springs behaviour is

188

assumed as linear, as in the Campbell model [29]. For the springs characteristics, alternative formu-

189

lations can be however employed, as bilinear [30], piece-wise linear or curvilinear (e.g. based on

190

McMillan model [31]), with or without elastic restitution. Springs stiffness varies from point to

191

point, with different values in correspondence of side, front, corner and wheel nodes. Congruence

192

condition is applied to nodes 0 and n-1 (same x and y coordinates), allowing for a closed geometry

193

of the vehicle.

194
195
196

Figure 7. Visualization of the analysed vehicle’s contour.
By indicating with 𝑇(𝑖_𝑖+1) the forces transmitted through the rod linking nodes i (i =0,n-1)

197

and i+1, with ki the elastic constant of the springs relative to node i, with xi and yi node i coordi-

198

nates, with 𝑥𝑖0 and 𝑦𝑖0 its coordinates at the time step beginning (non-deformed vehicle) and with 𝐹𝑗

199

the force applied to node j (hypothesized, but known at each iteration), the following equations can

200

be written:

• Equilibrium equations along the x axis (n equations)
𝑘0𝑥 (𝑥0 − 𝑥00 ) − 𝑇(0_1)𝑥 = 0
𝑘1𝑥 (𝑥1 − 𝑥10 ) + 𝑇(0_1)𝑥 − 𝑇(1_2)𝑥 = 0
………………
𝑘(𝑖)𝑥 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖0 ) + 𝑇(𝑖−1_𝑖)𝑥 − 𝑇(𝑖_𝑖+1)𝑥 = 0
………………

(2)

𝑘(𝑗)𝑥 (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗0 ) + 𝑇(𝑗−1_𝑗)𝑥 − 𝑇(𝑗_𝑗+1)𝑥 + 𝐹𝑗𝑥 = 0
………………
0 )
𝑘(𝑛−2)𝑥 (𝑥𝑛−2 − 𝑥𝑛−2
+ 𝑇(𝑛−3_𝑛−2)𝑦 − 𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑥 = 0
0 )
𝑘(𝑛−1)𝑥 (𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑥𝑛−1
+ 𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑥 = 0

• Equilibrium equations along the y axis (n equations)
𝑘0𝑦 (𝑦0 − 𝑦00 ) − 𝑇(0_1)𝑦 = 0
𝑘1𝑦 (𝑦1 − 𝑦10 ) + 𝑇(0_1)𝑦 − 𝑇(1_2)𝑦 = 0
………………
𝑘(𝑖)𝑦 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖0 ) + 𝑇(𝑖−1_𝑖)𝑦 − 𝑇(𝑖_𝑖+1)𝑦 = 0
………………
𝑘(𝑗)𝑦 (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗0 ) + 𝑇(𝑗−1_𝑗)𝑦 − 𝑇(𝑗_𝑗+1)𝑦 + 𝐹𝑗𝑦 = 0
………………
0 )
𝑘(𝑛−2)𝑦 (𝑦𝑛−2 − 𝑦𝑛−2
+ 𝑇(𝑛−3_𝑛−2)𝑦 − 𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑦 = 0
0 )
𝑘(𝑛−1)𝑦 (𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛−1
+ 𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑦 = 0
0 )
𝑘(𝑛−1)𝑦 (𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛−1
+ 𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑦 = 0

(3)

• Constancy of distance 𝑑𝑖 among consecutive nodes within tolerance ε (n-1 equations)
(𝑥1 − 𝑥0 )2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0 )2 < (𝑑0 + 𝜀)2
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1 )2 < (𝑑1 + 𝜀)2
………………
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖−1 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖−1 )2 < (𝑑𝑖−1 + 𝜀)2

(4)

………………
2

2

2

(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗−1 ) + (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗−1 ) < (𝑑𝑗−1 + 𝜀)
………………

(𝑥𝑛−2 − 𝑥𝑛−3 )2 + (𝑦𝑛−2 − 𝑦𝑛−3 )2 < (𝑑𝑛−3 + 𝜀)2
(𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑥𝑛−2 )2 + (𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛−2 )2 < (𝑑𝑛−2 + 𝜀)2

• 𝑇𝑖_𝑗 rod internal forces aligned with the axis of the element itself (n-1 equations)
𝑇(0_1)𝑥
𝑇(0_1)𝑦
𝑇(1_2)𝑥
𝑇(1_2)𝑦

=

𝑥1 −𝑥0

=

𝑥2 −𝑥1

𝑦1 −𝑦0

𝑦2 −𝑦1

………………
𝑇(𝑖−1_𝑖)𝑥
𝑇(𝑖−1_𝑖)𝑦

=

𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑖−1
𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑖−1

………………
𝑇(𝑗−1_𝑗)𝑥
𝑇(𝑗−1_𝑗)𝑦

=

𝑥𝑗 −𝑥𝑗−1
𝑦𝑗 −𝑦𝑗−1

………………
𝑇(𝑛−3_𝑛−2)𝑥
𝑇(𝑛−3_𝑛−2)𝑦
𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑥
𝑇(𝑛−2_𝑛−1)𝑦

=

𝑥𝑛−2 −𝑥𝑛−3

=

𝑥𝑛−1 −𝑥𝑛−2

𝑦𝑛−2 −𝑦𝑛−3

𝑦𝑛−1 −𝑦𝑛−2

(5)

The unknowns are the x and y nodal coordinates (2n) and the T forces components (2n-2), resulting
in a total amount of 4n-2 equations in 4n-2 unknowns. The equations are not linear and must be solved
with numerical methods or algorithms like the Newton’s or Newton-Raphson's ones. This is the most
critical point of the algorithm. Attempt forces’ x and y components must be such as to verify the
alignment to the PDOF, i.e. 𝐹𝑗𝑦 /𝐹𝑗𝑥 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 𝑃𝐷𝑂𝐹.
Application of attempt forces is iterated for all nodes of the two vehicles which constitute the
intrusion area. Infinite combinations of forces exchanged between nodes exist which allow to solve
the dynamic problem; only one combination is however characterized by congruence between intrusion area (represented by a number M of δ distances) and nodal displacements of both vehicles A and
B, or else:
𝑀

𝑀𝐴_𝐵

𝑀𝐵_𝐴

𝑀

0
∑(𝛿𝑙 )𝑥 − 𝜀𝛿 ≤ ∑ (𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑚
) + ∑ (𝑥𝑝 − 𝑥𝑝0 ) ≤ ∑(𝛿𝑙 )𝑥 + 𝜀𝛿 ,
𝑙=1

𝑚=1

𝑘=1

𝑙=1

𝑀

𝑀𝐴_𝐵

𝑀𝐵_𝐴

𝑀

0
∑(𝛿𝑙 )𝑦 + 𝜀𝛿 ≤ ∑ (𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑚
) + ∑ (𝑦𝑝 − 𝑦𝑝0 ) ≤ ∑(𝛿𝑙 )𝑦 + 𝜀𝛿 ,
𝑙=1

𝑚=1

𝑝=1

(6)

(7)

𝑙=1

where εδ is a tolerance for the intrusion area, while (δl )x and (δl )y are the x and y components of the
i-th distance δ. If the conditions expressed in Eqs. (6)-(7) are not satisfied, the attempt values of x and
y components of forces between the m-th node (for vehicle A) and p-th node (for vehicle B) are modified at each iteration, adding a value equal to:
0)
(𝛥𝐹𝑚𝑝 )𝑥 = 𝑏 ∙ [(𝛿𝑙 )𝑥 − (𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑚
− (𝑥𝑝 − 𝑥𝑝0 )],

(8)

0)
(𝛥𝐹𝑚𝑝 )𝑦 = 𝑏 ∙ [(𝛿𝑙 )𝑦 − (𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑚
− (𝑦𝑝 − 𝑦𝑝0 )],

(9)

with b representing a multiplication factor. The process is repeated until Eqs. (6)-(7) are fulfilled; the
solution is quicker based on the selected value of b.

2.5. Calculation of final kinematic parameters
Once the nodal forces are determined through iterations, it is possible to apply the laws of rigid body
dynamics to the reference body. The centre of gravity of vehicle a undergoes a global change in
translational ΔV and rotational Δω velocities ruled by the two impulse theorems, or else:
4

𝜟𝑽𝒂 = (𝑹𝒂 + ∑(𝑭𝒃 )𝑞 ) ∙
𝑞=1

𝛥𝑡
,
𝑚𝑎

(10)

4

1
𝜟𝝎𝒂 = ∙ [𝑹𝒂 ∧ 𝒉𝒂 + 𝛥𝑡 ∑(𝑭𝒃 )𝑞 ∧ (𝒉𝒃 )𝑞 ].
𝐽𝑎

(11)

𝑞=1

where Ra is the vector sum of nodal forces applied to point C, Fb the braking actions applied to the
single wheel, 𝒉𝒃 the corresponding arm, ma and Ja the total mass and moment of inertia of the a-th
vehicle and Δt the time step. Forces Fb exchanged between the wheels and the road surface are computed by the adherence circle (or ellipse) model [32], implemented for example in PC-Crash; more
sophisticated models can however be referred to [33], allowing also to select an appropriate roadtyre coefficient of friction for the specific event [34]. Once ΔV and Δω are known, velocities of the
inner parts of the vehicles can be derived through the rigid body kinematics, in the same manner as
seen for Eq. (1).

2.6. Re-iteration of the process
After the two kinematic parameters in Eqs. (10)-(11) have been obtained for each vehicle, it is possible to apply them to the corresponding reference bodies and re-iterate the steps previously described, until the two bodies disengage (end of the impact phase) or stop in rest position.
The proposed calculation procedure applies similarly in the compression and in the restitution
phases, the latter occurring when the direction of vehicles' superimposition inverts [25, 35]: different
elastic constants k must be applied, according to the desired load-crush law of the vehicle.

Often, monitoring of kinematic parameters distribution inside the vehicle is interesting:
mean acceleration amean and ΔV, for example, are efficient indicators of impact severity in the crash,
from which Injury Risk (IR) curves can be derived for the occupants in the specific accident [36]. In
Figure 8, Circles Of Constant Acceleration (COCA [37]) are reported, as an example, in a generic
instant for an eccentrical front impact, computed starting from acceleration and angular acceleration
of the reference body’s centre of gravity. Points along the same COCA possess equal acceleration
and ΔV.

Figure 8. Circles Of Constant Acceleration (COCA) for an eccentric front impact.
Springs stiffness for different vehicle portions can be obtained as a function of the category
the analysed vehicle belongs to (such as passenger car, SUV, van), through the analysis of deformations obtained by crash simulations (e.g., FEM) or vehicle-into-barrier crash tests [38]. In particular, wheel portions stiffness must be such as to account for possible engagements in vehicle-tovehicle crashes with low overlap.

3. Model validation
The RODM for the impact simulation has been implemented in the LabVIEW© environment (National Instruments, version 17). It is comprehensive, besides of a library in which 2D CAD representation of the majority of vehicles circulating in Europe and USA, of stiffness values obtained for
each vehicle collected in the library.
The validation consists in the comparison between RODM simulations results and parameters derived by crash tests or simulations (through different reconstruction models). Real accidents

are referred to, for some of which video recordings are available, allowing for detailed information
regarding pre-crash and post-crash conditions [39].
Comparison in 3 different cases of real crash is reported as an example, collected in the German In-Depth Accident Study (GIDAS [40]) and Laboratorio per la Sicurezza e l’Infortunistica
Stradale (LaSIS [41]), as well as crash tests carried out by Accident REconstruction Conference
group (AREC [42]).
Validation of the RODM is performed by means of a comparison between the following elements:
•

kinematic data obtained from simulations and available ones – in particular, is significant a
comparison between ΔV (impact severity) as well as final velocities Vf, indicator of compatibility between velocity triangles (Vf-Vs=ΔV where Vs indicates the initial velocity of the vehicle);

•

total deformation energy Ed of the system constituted by the two vehicles;

•

deformed shapes of the vehicles.
Verification that the vehicle rest position resulting from calculation correspond to the real

one is a significant information to assess appropriateness of reconstruction: in all reported cases, coherence is fulfilled with a high accuracy. However, since calculated rest positions depends also on
input parameters for post-crash phase (mainly the wheels lockup), they do not represent effectiveness indicators for the model in terms of crash phase reconstruction and are not thus considered further.

3.1. Staged crash tests
The main advantage of crash tests lies in the availability of accurate data for what regards the crash
kinematics (controlled environment). Data are in fact gathered during the test. The considered
staged crash tests have been carried out by the AREC consortium and pertain two different impact

configurations; Figure 9 highlights the impact instant and the rest positions for both analysed case,
which are divided in:
•

Front-to-front: the crash test consists in a front-to-front impact with 20% offset, between a
Mitsubishi Galant and a Seat Ibiza. Rest positions are reached after a 90° rotation for each vehicle, due to the impact.

•

Front-to-side: the crash test involves a Mitsubishi Lancer and a Ford Sierra; the latter is hit on
the right side in correspondence of the compartment and partially of the rear wheel. The Ford
stops after an entire rotation on itself, as underlined by skid marks on the road surface.
Front-to-Front
Impact configuration

Rest positions

Front-to-Side
Impact configuration

Rest positions

Figure 9. Impact configurations and rest positions in the considered AREC crash tests.
In Table 1, kinematic parameters related to the two crash tests are reported. For both impacts, a very good agreement between kinematic parameters obtained through in situ measurements
and RODM reconstruction. Vf and ΔV values differ of some units, with maximum identifiable dif-

ference represented by the Ford Sierra ΔV, equal to 3 km/h and acceptable from a quality of reconstruction point of view [43]. Deformation energies are in line with the real ones (difference of some
kJ), as well as the deformations of vehicles shown in Figure 10.
Table 1. Kinematic parameters (collected and reconstructed) for AREC crash tests.
Front-to-front
𝑣𝑠 (km/h)
𝑣𝑓 (km/h)
𝛥𝑣 (km/h)
Ed (kJ)
Front-to-side
𝑣𝑠 (km/h)
𝑣𝑓 (km/h)
𝛥𝑣 (km/h)
Ed (kJ)

AREC
RODM
Galant Ibiza Galant Ibiza
54
54
54
54
9
17
9
16
57
43
55
44
196
194
Lancer Sierra Lancer Sierra
55
55
55
55
33
46
32
46
28
26
28
23
86
87

Seat Ibiza

Mitsubishi Galant

Mitsubishi Lancer

Ford Sierra

Figure 10. Real and reconstructed permanent deformations of vehicles involved in the crash tests.

In Figure 11 visualization of the kinematic parameters, resulting from the simulation, is reported for the Mitsubishi Lancer. Through the graphs, for the single vehicle it is possible to identify
the evolution in time of: A) the velocity modulus of the centre of gravity and of a generic P point
inside the vehicle; B) the yaw rate; C) the modulus of acceleration (and corresponding components)
for the P point ; D) ΔV modulus in correspondence of the occupants’ seating positions. Additional
control points can be introduced based on the carried-out analysis. This allows to automatically obtain impact severity descriptors and, through a subsequent analysis, determine the IR associated to
the crash for the single occupant.

Figure 11. Outline on the evolution of kinematic parameters for the Mitsubishi Lancer during the
crash.

3.2. Real accident cases
Differing from staged crash tests, kinematic parameters in real road accidents are evaluated with a
lower degree of accuracy due to the lack of measurements; it is however useful to analyse real

crashes because particular cases can be considered, with impact configurations difficultly reproducible in a controlled environment. This is especially valuable to enable the opportunity of a model application for ADAS benefit assessment in the real accident scenario considering a high number of
accident cases.
In real accident cases, permanent deformations on vehicles allow to establish congruence
between the reconstruction and the real crash dynamics. The reconstruction of 3 real road accidents
is performed. In each of these cases, the areas interested by the impact are mostly the ones with different stiffness in a vehicle (front, rear, side, wheel):
•

Rear-end impact: a rear-end impact is considered, which took place along a straight, oneway road before an intersection between a FIAT Fiorino and an Audi A4. The Audi A4 was
still, while the estimated impact speed Vs of the FIAT Fiorino was 25 km/h.

•

Front-to-side: in this intersection-located front-to-side impact, a Skoda Fabia and a BMW
550i collided.

•

Wheel engagement / small overlap: a particular type of impact configuration is here considered, in which a wheel engagement (with small overlap) crash between two vehicles occurred. A Toyota Avensis hit a Renault Master and afterwards a Mercedes A-Class as a result of the first crash. The Mercedes was considered for the determination of the Toyota rest
position only.

Figure 12 shows the planimetry of the considered cases. The maximum intrusion condition is highlighted in light grey, while the final positions in black (no intrusion).

Rear-end impact

Front-to-Side

Wheel engagement / small overlap

Figure 12. Maximum intrusion (light grey) and final (dark grey) positions of the vehicles involved
in the three considered accidents.
Comparison has been carried out, for the considered real cases, by PC-Crash simulations
(impulse-momentum model simulation); however, as PC-Crash does not calculate deformation of
vehicles (only depth of penetration), deformation energies are referred to. Additionally, validation is
carried out by comparing deformed shape of vehicles with pictures taken on the accident site.

A high similarity in results for PC-Crash and the proposed RODM simulations can be assessed for what regards Vf and ΔV for the analysed impact scenarios (Table 2). In fact, the maximum calculated difference is about 3 km/h, acceptable as already mentioned. Only the special impact of the small overlap crash presents a significant difference in the parameters. This is due to the
wheel engagement and the involved front suspension, with stiffness strongly affected by its geometry and constitutive materials. On the other hand, calculated Ed values are slightly different (around
10%) between the two algorithms; while these differences are important, it is also worth noting that,
if the deformations are computed as in the RODM case, a more substantial check can be carried out
comparing the calculated deformations to the real ones rather than considering Ed. In addition, a
given degree of uncertainty must be accounted for when referring to calculated parameters, so the
comparison can be less bijective than in the crash test cases. The deformed shapes of the vehicles
are shown in Figure 13, both calculated and real ones. The deformations of the vehicles obtained
through the reconstruction correspond to the real ones with a high accuracy.
Table 2. Initial conditions and results for the analysed scenarios through PC-Crash and the proposed
RODM.
REAR-END
𝑣𝑠 (km/h)
𝑣𝑓 (km/h)
𝛥𝑣 (km/h)
Ed (kJ)
SIDE
𝑣𝑠 (km/h)
𝑣𝑓 (km/h)
𝛥𝑣 (km/h)
Ed (kJ)
WHEEL
𝑣𝑠 (km/h)
𝑣𝑓 (km/h)
𝛥𝑣 (km/h)
Ed (kJ)

PC-Crash
Fiorino
A4
25
0
11
13
15
13
14
Fabia
550I
20
37
20
22
23
15
52
Avensis Master
40
30
9
11
41
26
118

RODM
Fiorino
A4
25
0
11
13
15
13
15
Fabia
550I
20
37
21
19
20
16
56
Avensis Master
40
30
10
13
31
20
130

Fiat Fiorino

Audi A4

Skoda Fabia

BMW 550I

Toyota Avensis

Renault Master

Figure 13. Real and reconstructed deformed shapes of the vehicles involved in the real accidents
considered.

3.3. Simulation time
Simulation time (W7x64, Intel Xeon 3.5 GHz, 32GB RAM) for the analysed impacts making use of
the proposed RODM routine ranges between 1 and 5 minutes; calculation time is small if compared
to the ones characterizing FEM, in which several hours are typically necessary to solve the dynamic
problem. Solution is reached in a time which is rather close (even lower) to the ones necessary to
carry out an analysis through MBS approaches. This is a direct consequence of the reduction of the
number of equations ruling over the model. This result has been obtained without carrying out optimization of the routine as regards calculation time, which will be the object of further work in the
future.

4. Conclusions
The present work introduced a special-purpose RODM for the accident reconstruction and vehicle
crash stage simulation, with the aim of solving typical disadvantages of well-established modelling
methods: the high computational resources (and simulation time) required to obtain detailed kinematic information and unavailability of deformed shapes of the vehicle. Discretization of vehicle
contour only in a 2D environment reduced the number of analysed domains, simplifying the equations to be solved.
The proposed model has been implemented in a software to allow for its validation. The validation process has been based on the comparison between obtained results and the ones deriving
from crash tests, real accidents recorded by camera and real accidents reconstructed employing the
PC-Crash software. Reference parameters for comparison were the post-impact velocities of the two
vehicles, the velocity change, the total deformation energy, and the deformed shapes of the vehicles.
In both real accidents and crash tests, a qualitative comparison between real and reconstructed deformed shapes of the vehicles, their kinematic parameters and deformation energies demonstrated
the suitability of the proposed algorithm for accident reconstruction purposes.

The RODM time for solution can be expressed in terms of minutes, while FEM reconstruction time is of the order of hours. Time is however comparable to the time for solution of MBS
models (with implemented FEM module for deformation analysis). The developed method has
proven to be a special-purpose alternative to every commercial software for vehicle crash dynamics
reconstruction. In fact, it can be used for multiple tasks in the road safety research field:
•

road accidents reconstruction, to quickly verify the validity of reconstruction hypotheses, constituting the investigation basis on the root causes and responsibilities;

•

analysis of impact severity and correlation with injury risk (IR): the proposed model allows in
fact to easily derive accelerations and velocity changes for different vehicle sections, making it
a suitable tool for the analysis of occupants’ IR associated to specific accident scenarios.

Valuable features of the described algorithm lie in the low simulation time and in the accuracy of
the solution.
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